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The need for a KOS Observatory

KO & SW scholars
The KOS universe
Data archives & the future
A resource for KO scholars

Scholars in the Knowledge Organization and Semantic Web
communities have frequently recognized the fact that we lack the
possibility to step back and perceive the vastness of the KOS
universe. For data archives, that means that data they are curating
might not be interpretable in the future.
For Knowledge Organization scholars it means, appropriate empirical
evidence is missing to explore the knowledge domain specificity,
depth, age, and complexity of KOSs.
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The idea of a KOS Observatory
Inside the KOS observatory

Space, time, and phenomena in
cultural settings

A KOS observatory would be a place where one might find:
•
•
•

All KOSs side by side;
All instantiations of each such KOS side by side;
Access to the classified worlds populated by instantiated KOSs (e.g., all UDC
strings in WorldCat; all ICONCLASS terms in [some place]; etc.) side by side;

To use the metaphor of observatory literally, a KOS Observatory would allow us to see
the physical forces of specific designations of phenomena in cultural settings across
time and across KOSs.
In other words, allow us to make observations, and capture observations, at once at
many points in space-time.
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Cultural Synergy

Cultural synergy is the idea that information institutions
(KOSs) can provide synergistic action through cultural
interplay.
This is based on the idea that institutions are disseminators of
the cultures from which they spring.

Cultural synergy is the idea that information institutions can provide synergistic action
through cultural interplay. This is based on the idea that institutions are disseminators
of the cultures from which they spring.
It tells us that each point in a KOS captures not just past knowledge, but also its
cultural and social epistemology. Just as the same concept can be characterized in
different ways, depending on the KOS in which it appears….the same concept at
different times appears to be different, because it is different.
In that sense a KOS which disappears, even a lost version, is a lost ‘bridge’ to the
meaning behind a term in a given context, place or moment in time.

The DANS KOS Observatory
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Versioning, identification and control
The ‘FAIR’ Data Principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016).

In 2017, Professor Richard P. Smiraglia joined DANS as a Visiting Professor with the
aim of developing more insight into the history, evolution and mutual dependencies
of the different domain-specific KOSs DANS sees itself confronted with. Furthermore
to learn about the handling of these resources and their associated metadata from an
archival standpoint.
The project also aims to understand:
•
•
•
•

How KOSs change over time.
How they can be archived.
How version identification and control can be addressed.
How KOSs can be aligned to the ‘FAIR’ Data Principles (Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable, Reusable) (Wilkinson et al., 2016).
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How to Observe a KOS

Metadata terms
Formal classification symbols
...and other schemas

The project employed a variety of techniques for using both metadata terms and
formal classification symbols to enrich our data. However using Dublin Core metadata
terms, or other schemas for the attributes and describing KOS using existing
controlled vocabularies was largely avoided.
The main benefit of this was that the KOSs could be described in a way which was not
limited by viewing them through a pre-existing lens designed for another data type.
The main disadvantage of this is that the data produced (true to the KOSs themselves)
are quite heterogeneous.
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KOSo and the ICC
'Classifying the classifiers’
International Coding Classification
(ICC)
NARCIS Classification
Integrative levels & synthetic format

In order to ‘classify the classifiers’ we used both the International Coding
Classification (ICC) and the NARCIS Classification.
The ICC is a classification of knowledge fields, instead of disciplines, organized
according to the theory of integrative levels (Dahlberg 1982 and Dahlberg 2008).
The richness of its structure suggests the richness of knowledge itself, thus making it
prima facie the best choice for classifying KOSs themselves.
The ICC is used in a synthetic format together with Dahlberg’s (1999) KO Literature
Classification (KOLC), thus rendering for each KOS a domain-centric term faceted with
a KOS-form term.
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Classifying the Classifiers

Ontological
coverage

A comparative
resource

In order to begin to position the KOSo data among DANS existing resources we
employed the NARCIS Classification. The NARCIS Classification is designed as a
framework to represent the research foci of the Dutch national research
infrastructure.
The two classifications overlap at the level of disciplines but provide distinctly
different ontological coverage at a more granular level (see Coen and Smiraglia 2019
and Coen, Smiraglia, Scharnhorst and Doorn 2019). Combined with the richness of
natural language terms derived from the KOSs themselves, we have been able to
overlay the KOSo with a rich ontological matrix. This gives opportunities for
comparative resource discovery that can provide Wilsonian exploitative power
(Wilson 1968) for KOS research.
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Contents of the KOSo (1)

Awareness
& engagement

Other registries
and classifications

The KOSo does not stand alone in its attempts to create a registry and classification of
KOSs. Efforts have been made to link to, collaborate with and incorporate aspects of
other relevant initiatives.
The Dublin Core NKOS group ‘KOS Types Vocabulary’ has been included as an
attribute. When a KOS appears in both the KOSo and the Basel Register of Thesauri,
Ontologies and Classifications (BARTOC) a URL is provided.
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Contents of KOSo (2)

BARTOC link

Currently the KOSo collects information about KOSs from the Social Sciences and
Humanities and Life Sciences covering twenty-three attributes.
An explanation for each of these attributes is provided in the paper. Specific emphasis
is placed on data related to versioning and time.
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Contents of KOSo (2)

Here you can see a colourful extract taken from the KOSo showing examples of data
which fits under the headings:
Identifier, Schema Name/Title and Phenomena included.
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Contents of KOSo (2)

A similar view of the type of information captured under Earlier versions, History of
versioning and Version Notes.
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Contents of KOSo (2)

And again for the headings Creator/Curator, Maintenance Organization and Place,
Publisher and Date.
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Comparing KOSs

While not all data allow for a very meaningful visual comparison, some insights can
still be gained by placing certain attributes side-by-side (in this case manually).
Viewing this small case study, we can already imagine with more data which types of
insights and inferences could be made which would be of interest to scholars of KO.
The work is also relevant for the emerging field of Science of Science (SciSci)
(Scharnhorst et al., 2012). SciSci “explores patterns characterizing the structure and
evolution of science” (Fortunato et al., 2018, p.2)
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FAIR

Making KOS FAIR
FAIRsFAIR & FAIR Semantics
Recent output:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4314321

Making KOSs themselves FAIR involves their classification and description using
appropriate rich metadata, also ensuring that the data are published in a sustainable
environment. This involves, defining the metadata needed to make KOSs FAIR and
also establishing or uncovering the best practices for the citation of KOSs as well with
other technical considerations impacting type and format.
DANS is the coordination of the H2020 INFRAEOSC FAIRsFAIR project. The end goal for
the Task on FAIR Semantics is to co-create both recommendations for making
semantic artefacts FAIR, and a set of agreed best practices to follow together with the
Semantics community at large. KOSs fit within the description of Semantic Artefacts,
which is a term employed by the project to accommodate multiple perspectives on
these phenomena.
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Endangered KOSs: 404 Errors & other issues
Reference Rot =
Link Rot + Content Drift
Semantic Change
Subject Ontogeny
Sustainability
LICENSING
Versioning

Persistence

Maintenance
FAIRness

Stability
Ethics

404-error-page-" by npamedia is licensed with CC BY-NC-SA 2.0. To view a copy of this license, visit
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/

KOS which are not available in digital format have their potential blocked by being
stuck on shelves far from the things that they are developed to organize. Digital KOSs
also face distinct challenges. During the Observatory project, the ‘404 Error’ became
a familiar sight, highlighting the fragility and lack of stability of these systems. As with
other web resources used by scholars, KOSs published online - and especially those
published in HTML - are at risk of “reference rot” - the combination of link rot
(resulting in the infamous 404 Not Found), and Content Drift, where content which
has been linked to, changes, after the link has been sent.
Since KOSs are built using terminology they are also at risk of Semantic Change.
Meaning can be added or lost from the semantic system while the form remains
constant. Think of the word “Manufacture” which once meant something made by
hand but now means ‘to produce on a large scale using machinery’. Knowledge
changes through time and therefore KOSs as tools for accessing knowledge are also
constantly evolving.
DANS tries to address questions related to KOS Sustainability, such as:
●
●
●
●
●

Is it clear how a KOS can be used and re-used?
Is version control built into the KOS? Is there a way to distinguish between
versions which have been used.
Has it been updated according to new developments from the field? Is it a
remnant from a past project, or does it have dedicated resource?
How often is it being updated? Are changes well documented? Are previous
versions of the KOS stored or archived in a manner that ensures the possibility
for long-term access?
What does a FAIR KOS look like? - Does it come with sufficient metadata? Is it
searchable in a registry such as BARTOC? Does it work easily with applications
and workflows?

●

Also considering Ethics - In their role as classifiers, KOS impose a particular
view of the world on the phenomena they include. The power to decide which
things are and which things are not comes with responsibility. Raising
awareness of these issues, but also of the great benefits of using KOS is an
ongoing mission.

"Do not look at stars as bright spots only. Try to take in the
vastness of the universe."
— Maria Mitchell, Astronomer

To leave you with a relevant quote - "Do not look at stars as bright spots only. Try to
take in the vastness of the universe."
— Maria Mitchell, Astronomer
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Thank you for your attention

gerard.coen@dans.knaw.nl
@DANS_knaw_nwo @gerardcoen @isko_lc
dans.knaw.nl/en

dans.knaw.nl
DANS is een instituut van KNAW en NWO

Thank you for your attention. Are there any questions?
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Additional Information
You can find the link to the KOSo (data) and all of the related outputs on the
Institute for Knowledge Organisation and Structure website:
https://knoworg.org/the-dans-koso-observatory/
On June 4th the FAIRsFAIR project will hold a workshop looking at defining
‘Common minimum metadata for Semantic Artefacts’ (which includes KOS):
https://fairsfair.eu/events/common-minimum-metadata-semantic-artefact

